
 

Rakta Charitra 2 Full Movie Hd 1080p Telugu Rakta Charitra 2 Full Movie is another movie in the RATTA CHARITRA movie
series.The film is directed by Hari Venkatesh and produced by Vishnu Shreena.It stars Daggubati Venkatesh, Anushka Shetty,
Ali, Vineetha Vasudeva Rao, Aditi Balan in lead roles along with music composed by S. Thaman.The film is set for release on
31 July 2018 worldwide on the occasion of Raktha... Read More... The film is directed by Hari Venkatesh and produced by
Vishnu Shreena.It stars Daggubati Venkatesh, Anushka Shetty, Ali, Vineetha Vasudeva Rao, Aditi Balan in lead roles along with
music composed by S. Thaman.The film is set for release on 31 July 2018 worldwide on the occasion of Raktha Bandhan. This
film is a revenge drama based on the real-life political rivalry between the protagonist and his uncle, Sridhar Rao.

1st Half: Sridhar is a powerful politician who rules over a backward region of Rayalaseema. He is also a cunning man who has
taken control of Raghuvaram Municipality with the help of police, local goons etc., and virtually runs the entire region with an
iron hand. There is no law and order at all and there’s complete anarchy. The Police in the region is in the custody of Sridhar’s
henchmen. Raghuvaram - Sridhar’s hometown Raghuvaram Municipality - controlled by Sridhar P.S. Ramulu (Supreeth) is Sub-
Inspector of Raghuvaram Municipality and son of Prakash Ramulu, the district collector. He has worked hard to get to where he
is today but he believes in his father’s ideals and has always wanted to uphold his work ethics and integrity which Ramulu
believes in. Raghuvaram - Prakash's house Raghuvaram Municipality - Sridhar's office Ramulu’s girlfriend is Shailaja. She is a
good singer and she wants to have a career in the field of music. Her father, Anand Rao, is a very close friend of Prakash
Ramulu and a very honest police officer. She falls in love with Ramulu when he comes to their house for a function. The two
families meet with an accident but her father dies while her mother (who was pregnant at the time) gets injured because she
gave birth prematurely due to the accident.
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